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A WORD FROM THE EDITOR
Hi everybody!

ASUN SUEIRO, EDITOR

In this issue our colleague Alessandro Bossi talks to us about arbitration
in Italy in the hope that those of you who do arbitration may contribute
knowledge and experience to a booklet on “arbitration in Europe”. Our
esteemed friend and former chair, Roderick Rischen, shares his
experience of flight delays in France during our last AGM and deals with
the relevant European directive and caselaw in relation to claiming
compensation in such cases.

In addition, as part of the ever-growing group of retired members, Stelios Deverakis shares his
experience of going from sitting behind a desk to physical exercise in the great outdoors by
engaging in the very British and healthy habit of gardening! You may recall that, in the last
issue, Nikos -the Greek national representative (also retired)- showed us his passion for
travelling. Keep them coming…
For those of you not attending the Board meeting in Frankfurt, there will be a full report of the
issues discussed at our next AGM meeting in Croatia in 2019. The programme for the Frankfurt
meeting is available on our website.
We are also very pleased to announce the launch of our own linked-in page in reply to your
request at the last AGM in France. Please join in and/or invite other members to join our ELA
linked-in group and make sure you contribute your thoughts, ideas etc… to make it live and
interesting!
Our sponsor, Vialegis has a new logo and expands into Germany and…
Finally, in the FAQ section of our website you can find the answer to the “thorny issue” of how
to change your professional or personal profile on our webpage. It is important that all
members keep their information up to date so that we can communicate with you and you do
not miss all the fun things we do (particularly our get-togethers!!)
The next issue of your newsletter is due on 1 April 2019. Should you wish to contribute to it,
please email your contributions to asunsueiro@gmail.com
See you soon:)
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Dear Friends,
Where has summer gone? I hope that you all enjoyed this
warm, sunny summer. I know I did!

Sabrina Jenquin, ELA Chair

The return of autumn in August (that’s the way it is in
Scotland), kick-started the frenzy of activities within the ELA.

Our national representatives, Charles and Veronika jumped into action to recruit
young lawyers across Europe for the European Lawyers Programme (ELP); Ximena (our
wonderful programme Director from the Faculty of Advocates in Edinburgh) liaised
with the Faculty to ensure ELP 2019 would happen; Asun and I worked our way
through endless IT problems but managed to keep e-mail and website running
without too much disruption; Donald created the ELA linked-in page; Katharina got
all the venues organised for the Frankfurt autumn meeting and the list goes on.
And to be honest, this busy, positive and constructive vibe within the ELA is a
welcome relief from the negative and divisive debate generated by Brexit in UK
politics. We are keeping a watchful eye on the negotiations between the UK and the
EU and are hoping a deal is made by 29 March 2019 which hopefully means that the
ELP remains unaffected. We will keep members - especially ELP applicants informed of any decisions with may affect them or the Programme as a
consequence of Brexit. If required, we will engage a migration law specialist to
advise the ELA further.
As you will have seen, we are in the process of updating the directory. When you
have a minute, please log in to ensure that all your contact details are up-to-date.
This will help us a lot!
I hope to see many of you in Frankfurt during our autumn meeting. If you have any
ideas or suggestions, please do not hesitate to contact me at chair@europeanlawyers.org. In the meantime, let’s keep telling the world about the European
Lawyers Programme and encourage colleagues and friends to apply.
All the best,
Sabrina
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RISCHEN & NIJHUIS, ADVOCATEN
MARSEILLE AND CANCELLATIONS DUE TO
STRIKES
RODERICK
RISCHEN, FORMER
ELA CHAIRMAN

Introduction

The 2018 ELA Annual General Meeting took place in Marseille and
we all thoroughly enjoyed the marvellous programme, organized by Ambroise Arnaud
and his family, Paula Acquavia and her husband, Georges Gasperini.
Some people prolonged their stay in Marseille, most people left on Sunday, but a few
of us had to leave even before the Gala Dinner, on Saturday night. This early departure
had nothing to do with lack of interest. On the contrary, our decision was the result of
several strikes in the airline and train industries. Various flights and/or train journeys
had been cancelled because of strikes and therefore hard-working lawyers who had
obligations in the office on Monday morning, had to find alternative ways of getting
back to their desks on time.
For those who were confronted with a cancellation of their flight due to the strike, it is
interesting to read the judgment of the European Court of 17 April 2018 (Document
62017CJ0195).
TUIfly
Between 3 and 8 October 2016, the German airline TUIfly GmbH cancelled several
flights. Other flights were subject to a delay equal to or in excess of three hours during
the same time period. This was due to an exceptionally high number of ground staff
being absent or TUIfly staff calling in sick. On 30 September 2016 the airline’s
management had notified their employees that company restructuring plans were
afoot.
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Although usually the rates of staff absenteeism due to illness among TUIfly staff is in
the region of 10%, between 1 and 10 October 2016 that rate increased significantly to
between 34% and
89% in the case of cockpit crew staff members and 24% to 62% in the case of cabin
crew staff members.
Regulation No 261/2004
Regulation (EC) No 261/2004 of the European Parliament and of the Council of
11 February 2004 establishes common rules on compensation and assistance to
passengers in the event of denied boarding and of cancellation or long flight delays.
Article 5 of that regulation provides that in case of cancellation of a flight, the
passengers concerned shall have the right to compensation by the operating air carrier
in accordance with Article 7. An operating air carrier shall not be obliged to pay
compensation in accordance with Article 7, if it can prove that the cancellation is
caused by extraordinary circumstances which could not have been avoided even if all
reasonable measures had been taken.
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The case
Around 30 passengers who had been confronted with cancelled or delayed flights
claimed compensation under article 5 of the regulation.
In view of the situation, as described above, which TUIfly classified as ‘extraordinary
circumstances’ within the meaning of article 5(3) of Regulation No 261/2004, it
refused to pay the applicants in the main proceedings the compensation provided for
in articles 5 and 7 of the regulation.
The Amtsgericht Hannover and the Amtsgericht Düsseldorf decided to stay the
proceedings and refer a number of questions to the European Court of Justice for a
preliminary ruling. The courts asked, in essence, whether article 5(3) of the regulation
should be interpreted as meaning that the spontaneous absence of a significant part of
flight crew staff members (‘wildcat strike’), such as that at issue in the main
proceedings, was covered by the concept of ‘extraordinary circumstances’ within the
meaning of that provision.
The European Court of Justice
The Court ruled, that in the present case, it was apparent that the ‘wildcat strike’
among the staff of the air carrier concerned had its origins in the carrier’s surprise
announcement of a corporate restructuring process. That announcement led, for a
6

period of approximately one week, to a particularly high rate of flight staff absenteeism
as a result of a call relayed not by staff union representatives, but spontaneously by the
workers themselves who placed themselves on sick leave. Thus, it was not disputed
that the ‘wildcat strike’ was triggered by TUIfly staff in order to set out their claims,
(in this case relating to the restructuring measures announced by the management of
that air carrier). The restructuring and reorganisation of companies are part of the
normal management of those entities. Thus, air carriers may, as a matter of course,
when carrying out their activity, face disagreements or conflicts with all or part of their
members of staff. Therefore, the risks arising from the social consequences that go
with such measures must be regarded as inherent to the normal exercise of the activity
of the air carrier concerned.
Furthermore, the ‘wildcat strike’ at issue in the main proceedings could not be
regarded as beyond the actual control of the air carrier concerned. Apart from the fact
that the ‘wildcat strike’ stemmed from a decision taken by the air carrier, it should be
noted that, despite the high rate of absenteeism, the ‘wildcat strikes’ ceased following
an agreement that the airline concluded with the staff representatives. Therefore, such
a strike could not be classed as an ‘extraordinary circumstance’ within the meaning of
Article 5(3) of the regulation No 261/2004, so it could not release the operating air
carrier from its obligation to pay compensation.
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Conclusion
Therefore, those who are confronted by a strike, should find out if it is a ‘wildcat strike’
and then claim compensation from the airline and donate this compensation to
SOS MEDITERRANEE, the European, maritime-humanitarian organisation for the
rescue of life in the Mediterranean: https://sosmediterranee.org/
Roderick D. Rischen
Rotterdam, 23 May 2018
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*************************************************************************
ARBITRATION IN ITALY AS OF 2018
*************************************************************************
1. The legal framework –
Arbitration in Italy is governed by articles 806-840 of the Civil Procedure Code (CPC); the last
reform of the matter occurred in the year 2006. Discussion on a new reform was started recently.
Not all the rules relating to arbitration are mandatory, often the parties can provide otherwise:
- they can choose a sole Arbitrator instead of the three envisaged by the law;
- the appointment methods may differ: it is still customary to have one Arbitrator
appointed by each of the parties and the third one chosen by the two already
appointed, but the parties could decide that a single arbitrator or the whole Arbitration
Panel in its entirety be appointed by an independent appointing authority;
- they can even dictate the procedural rules. This is usually done in the arbitration
clause; if no procedural rules are established, the Arbitration Tribunal will be free to
determine the arbitration procedure as it deems to be most convenient (art. 816, bis,
CPC);
- the duration of the arbitration can be decided by the parties; in the alternative, art. 820
CPC fixes the compulsory length of the process as being no more than 240 days.
Finally, whereas the main type of arbitration is called “arbitrato rituale”, there is a provision
(art. 808, ter, CPC) which refers to the “arbitrato irrituale”. The difference between them is as
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follows: whereas the award rendered at the end of the former is equivalent to the judgement of
a State Judge, the decision reached at the conclusion of the latter only has the force of a contract
between the parties.
2. Ad hoc and institutional arbitration –
A well-known difference, in the field of arbitration, is between the “ad hoc” and the
“institutional arbitration” procedure. In the former, either the Arbitrator or the parties -if they
have so provided in the arbitration clause or agreement- decide which rules will apply to the
arbitration procedure; in the latter, the arbitration procedure is managed, and it follows the rules
set out by a specific institution (for instance, by the ICC – International Chamber of Commerce).
In Italy “ad hoc” arbitration is far more common than in most other European countries where
“institutional arbitration” is mainly used. A possible explanation for this difference could lie in
the history of Italian procedural law or in the widespread concern that institutional arbitration
might become more expensive because the parties not only have to pay the Arbitrators’ fees,
but also the costs imposed by the nominated institution.
Comparing the two previously mentioned procedures, it is estimated that approximately 1000
“institutional arbitrations” are conducted every year in the whole of Italy. Due to the
confidentiality of arbitration, the number of “ad hoc” arbitrations is not made public. However,
it can be reasonably estimated to be in the region of 4000/5000 per year.
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3. Aspects of arbitration procedure As far as the trial phase of an arbitration process is concerned, it develops similarly to a standard
public civil process, but in a more focused and swifter way. This is due to the requirement to
respect the time limit set by the law or provided for by the parties.
There are, however, some differences worth mentioning.
For instance, the Arbitration Tribunal has no power to compel a witness to attend a hearing.
Thus, if his testimony is deemed to be relevant, art. 816, ter, CPC enables the Arbitration
Tribunal to make an application to the local Court for an order to compel the witness to appear
before the Arbitration Tribunal.
Furthermore, pursuant to art. 818 CPC, an Arbitration Tribunal cannot grant interim measures:
the only, but important, exception to this rule refers to company law arbitration cases. In such
cases, the parties can apply for the Arbitration Tribunal to temporarily suspend a decision made
at a company’s meeting, if its validity is being challenged. Such suspension will remain in
place for the duration of the arbitration process pending the outcome of the same.
Finally, in as far as the costs of the procedure are concerned:
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-

-

in “institutional arbitration” they are laid out in the rules set by each specific
institution. Both the arbitrators’ and the institution’s fees are usually determined,
between a minimum and a maximum, according to the economic value of the lawsuit;
in “ad hoc” arbitration, the Arbitration Tribunal usually determines its own fees at the
beginning of the process, unless, the contracting parties have included limitations in
the arbitration clause. However, this rarely happens. If the Arbitrators are lawyers,
which is usually the case, they will decide the costs and fees of the procedure with
reference to the existing legal tariffs.

In both cases costs and fees are foreseeable at least to a certain extent and the costs are paid in
advance by the parties in equal shares. However, at the conclusion of the arbitration the losing
party will be ordered to pay all the costs, or a high proportion of them.
As previously mentioned, experienced and prudent arbitrators normally calculate all the costs
at the outset of the arbitration, requiring the parties to pay their due without delay. This is done
in order to avoid problems at the end of the procedure, when the losing party is often reluctant
to pay the outstanding sums.
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4. Domestic and foreign awards –
The award issued at the end of an “arbitrato rituale” (see above, n.1) has, pursuant to art. 824,
bis, CPC the same force as a ruling by a State Judge.
The losing party has the right to appeal before the competent Court of Appeal, within two
possible time limits: 90 days as from the date of service of the award, -if it is served upon the
losing party-, or 1 year as from the date of the award -if service has not taken place-. The date
of the award is deemed to be the date of the last arbitrator’s signature of the same.
The main form of appeal is governed by art. 829 CPC: it only applies to procedural errors made
by the Arbitration Tribunal, either during the arbitration proceedings or in the award itself. The
right to appeal the award on substantive grounds only exists if the parties have so provided in
the arbitration clause or agreement. However, this provision does not apply if the award
decision may lead to violations of public order.
As far as foreign awards are concerned, they may be recognized and enforced in Italy pursuant
to art. 839 CPC; Italy is a party to the New York Convention of 1958, therefore the procedure
dictated by art. 839 CPC is modelled upon the provisions of the Convention.
The decree, whereby the foreign award is recognized, can be challenged following the
provisions of art. 840 CPC. This concludes the CPC section dedicated to arbitration.
5. Future developments –
The length of time it takes to hear public civil proceedings in Italy is still a problem. On average,
a first-instance lawsuit takes approximately three years to be concluded.
Arbitration surely represents a valid alternative, and it is difficult to understand why it is not
more common in the country. Often, the parties consider arbitration an expensive tool, suitable
only for high-value commercial litigation; sometimes lawyers show reluctance to arbitration.
They fear that they may lose control of the process, which is less known to them than the
standard procedure in civil cases.
However, these opinions do not sound convincing enough when making an objective
evaluation of arbitration. On the one hand, the costs of arbitration can be reduced and controlled
if the parties are careful in their choices: a sole arbitrator instead of a panel, a respectable
professional instead of a well-known law professor (in my opinion, often too busy to pay the
necessary attention); on the other hand, as previously illustrated (see n.3), the procedure in an
arbitration does not differ so much from that of a public lawsuit. Furthermore, since arbitrators
are generally lawyers, the parties’ attorneys can find it easier to interact with each other than
with judges in civil proceedings, as judges are public servants.
As indicated at the inception of this article, a reform of arbitration is now under discussion. It
should promote this legal tool by making it more user-friendly, for instance, by giving
arbitrators more power to take interim measures.
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The future of arbitration in Italy seems interesting and promising.
*************************************************************************
Alessandro Bossi,
Attorney at law in Milan, Italy
ELA member

PS “Arbitrando” (www.arbitrando.eu) is an Italian association aiming to promote the
knowledge and adoption of arbitration. I have presided over the association since its creation
(2011).
At the ELA’s general meeting in Marseille earlier this year, I suggested that ELA and
Arbitrando could cooperate in this matter; for instance, if support is given by a member in
each jurisdiction, a booklet entitled “Arbitration in Europe” could be co-published by the two
associations.
*************************************************************************
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Vialegis acquires German company Schollmeyer & Steidl

Vialegis, main sponsor of the European Lawyers’ Association and headed by former ELA
chairman Philippe Jadoul (www.vialegis.be), has acquired Schollmeyer & Steidl GmbH.
Schollmeyer & Steidl GmbH (www.schollmeyersteidl.com) is the reference player in Germany
for the search and selection of lawyers and tax specialists. The acquisition was completed on
27 June 2018. Vialegis, which is the market leader in Belgium in this area and which also has
offices in Spain and Luxembourg, thereby realizes part of its international growth ambitions
once more.
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Going Global
“The Belgian market still has growth potential, but our ambition is to become the leading
European player in legal staffing solutions”, says Philippe Jadoul, founder and CEO of Vialegis.
“Since we became part of House of HR, one of the largest HR groups in Europe, we have been
able to realize this ambition more quickly. Germany is obviously a key legal market and it has a
huge economy so the acquisition of Schollmeyer & Steidl is a very important step. The company
has offices in Frankfurt, Cologne, Munich and Dusseldorf and it serves the whole German
market. Clients are both law firms and corporates. Given the synergies with Vialegis’ activities,
we will cooperate intensively both in approaching clients and in searching for candidates.”
The company is also considering the introduction of Legal Interim Management, which
successfully operates in Belgium, to the German legal market.
The three managers of S&S - Daniel Schollmeyer, Ina Steidl and Barbara von Rohr – are staying
on board as managers and minority shareholders. “This is a tradition within House of HR which
guarantees the ‘entrepreneurial spirit’ after acquisitions. We are a family of entrepreneurs who
together grow much faster than we would on our own”, says Rika Coppens, CEO of House of
HR. “The acquisition of S&S by Vialegis is a nice addition to our portfolio of strongly specialized
brands in the staffing sector and it fits in perfectly with our European growth strategy.”
Further ambitions
Vialegis is the market leader in Belgium regarding search and selection of lawyers and legal
interim management. Vialegis has a staff of 25 FTEs across four offices in Belgium, Luxembourg
and Spain. The acquisition of Schollmeyer & Steidl adds four offices and 15 colleagues in
Germany.
The company continues to look at other markets in Europe, in particular The Netherlands,
France and Switzerland. Philippe Jadoul: “The world is still becoming more and more legal,
which means legal recruitment is a good niche with healthy margins. Interestingly, Brexit has
provided good opportunities, since lawyers and legal jobs are relocating to places like Frankfurt,
Luxembourg, Amsterdam, Paris or Brussels.”
When making the decision to open offices in other countries, Vialegis considers both
acquisitions and ‘greenfields’. Philippe Jadoul: “If in a particular country we identify a player
who has the same high standards as we have, and is open to consider a sale or cooperation, we
are interested in talking to them. If not, we will try to recruit local lawyers to start up the business
with and for us. So, if any ELA-member is interested in legal recruitment and has an
entrepreneurial spirit, please get in touch!”
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Thank
you
to
Katharina
and
Susanne for organising
our November Board
meeting in Frankfurt!
Lots to discuss and a
large
number
of
members attending. It
should be another
unforgettable
ELA
meeting! We shall
upload photos on our
website following the
reunion so do not
forget to check our
website gallery after
12 November!

Our directory is being updated
as a result of the GDPR
legislation and our sponsor’s
requirements. We would invite
you to keep your details on our
website up to date and cooperate with the person
updating the directory, if he/she
contacts you in due course.

Our brand new linked-in page has
now been launched. If you have
not joined in yet, please make sure
you do. Different entries are
posted all the time and it will help
you keep in touch with your
colleagues and friends. Thanks
Donald!
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ELP recruitment for 2019 has started. All the relevant documents and application
forms can be found on our website. As ever, Veronika and Charles are
coordinating recruitment with the national representatives. Should you wish to
advertise the programme in your jurisdiction, please feel free to use the
documents on our website. Should you know a candidate that wishes to apply,
please refer him/her to your national representative or Veronika Anderson
(veronika.anderson@protonmail.com)

FAQs: How do I change my personal and/or profession
FAQs: How do I change my personal and/or professional details in the ELA website
directory?
To change your profile, you need to access our private area first. In order to do this, follow
the next steps :
1) Log in using your existing username and password
2) Click on the "member list" tab
3) Enter your name on the “search box”
4) Click on your name
5) Click on "edit profile"
6) Edit your profile as required
7) Click on "submit" (at the bottom of the screen)

al
details in the ELA website directory?

To change your profile, you need to access our private area first. In order to do this, follow
the next steps :
There is no denying it, Brexit will
have an impact on our ELP
programme. To minimise any
1) Logwe
in using
adverse consequences,
are your existing username and password
monitoring the situation and will
do our outmost to provide a
smooth transition in relation 2)toClick on the "member list" tab
our programme in Edinburgh. We
will keep you posted!
3) Enter your name on the “search box”

4) Click on your
18 name

5) Click on "edit profile"

http://www.iustica.be/en/home
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PROFILE
Name:
RODERICK ROSCHEN
Country of Birth:
THE NETHERLANDS
Country of Residence:
THE NETHERLANDS
Current Employer:
SELF-EMPLOYED SINCE 1984
Year when you qualified: 1977
Area of Law:
COMPANY LAW, CONTRACT, TORT
Professional Memberships: ELA 😊
RODERICK ROSCHEN

What was your route into the
profession?

What has been your biggest career
challenge so far?

After I qualified at university I did not
have a clue what to do. At that time, I
thought that a three-year internship in
a law firm might be the best way to
continue with my legal education. My
idea was to work for a period of three
years in a law firm, followed by three
years working as an inhouse lawyer and
then a period of three years doing
research in a law faculty. This, of
course, would give me the opportunity to
postpone my final decision for another 9
years. Therefore, for the first three
years, I told my employer that I would
not stay. I then went to London, came
back and started doing research in an
institute for international law. Soon I
was so bored with the theoretical
research that I flew back to the
advocacy with the changed mind that
one day around the age of 50 I would
consider becoming a judge. When I
reached that age, I had those bad
memories of being a civil servant in the
institute for international law. I
assumed that working as a judge would
be just as bureaucratic and I finally
made up my mind: being a practicing
lawyer was the best.

To set up my own law firm.
Which person within the legal
profession inspires you most?
My former Professor in Roman law who
taught me to see the difference
between the legal aspects which last
and those which are fugacious by
comparing Roman law to present law.
If you weren’t a lawyer, what would
you choose as an alternate career?

I certainly would become a cook and
to be honest, when it comes to the
time when my partners are of the
opinion that I am not fit anymore to
continue as a lawyer I might become
a cook, unless by that time I have
forgotten that I was intending to
become a cook, in which case it would
show that I was not be fit to continue
as a lawyer anymore.
Who is your favourite fictional
lawyer?
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Aren’t all lawyers fictional?

Jewish legal minds who sowed the seeds
for human rights law at the Nuremberg
trials.’.

What change would you make to the
profession?

Favourite City or Destination:
To find a better balance between the
big law firms and the small ones.
Nowadays in The Netherlands the law
firms which are involved in legal aid
have problems to survive, while the
politicians intend to make even more
financial cuts in the legal aid system.
This will result in people with a modest
income not being able to afford legal
advice or being unable to fight a court
case. We should all be guardians of the
rule of law, meaning that we should find
a system in which those who want to
concentrate on social legal practice are
able to survive and those who have a
modest income have the opportunity to
access legal advice and assistance.

Indonesia
My first pay check was spent on...
I do not remember, but I do remember
that my last pay check as an employee
before becoming self-employed in 1984
was completely spent on a dinner which
I had with my parents at a restaurant.
My most overused phrase:
It’s going to be a beautiful day today.
I love the smell of:
Oysters, garlic and Indonesia

How do you relax?
Tea or coffee:
By buying food, preparing food and
eating food with relatives and friends

Espresso with one sugar, please.

Favourite Film:

Owl or Lark:

Chariots of Fire, which I saw in my last
week in London in 1981, before coming
back to The Netherlands.

Certainly a Lark. I do not mind getting
up at 6 a.m. Usually the alarm clock is
set at 6.30, although it seldom happens
that I am woken by the alarm, being out
of bed already. In the mornings I am
much more productive than in the (late)
afternoon, while in the evening I can
hardly bring myself to do proper work.
Ten o’clock bedtime is not unusual for
me.

Favourite Book:
East West Street (Philippe Sands). I
think that every lawyer should read this
book. The Guardian: ‘A compelling family
memoir intersects with the story of the
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PROFILE
Name:
Country of Birth:
Country of Residence:
Current Employer:
Year when you qualified:
Area of Law:
Professional Memberships:

CRISTINA LUCRECIA JUAN VIDAL
SPAIN
SPAIN
SELF-EMPLOYED
1986
CIVIL LAW
ICAV, ELA, AICTEH, DC, UIA

CRISTINA JUAN VIDAL

What was your route into the
profession?

Co-operation instead of Competition.
How do you relax?

My great grand Father, José Asiaín &
Rioja, was a Lawyer & Notary Public

Reading, walking in the outdoors,
meeting up with friends and dancing.

What has been your biggest career
challenge so far?

Favourite Film:

To deal with a case which arrived at The
Supreme Court. The arguments I put
forward during the trial became
precedent. These arguments are still
helping consumers recover their money
from banks in courts all over Spain

Adam’s Rib

Which person within the legal
profession inspires you most?

Favourite City or Destination:

Favourite Book:
Mémoires d’Hadrien by Marguerite
Yourcenar

Paris
Rather than a person it is the fair and
clever rulings (precedents) that inspire
me most.

My first pay check was spent on...
A coat and a trip to wear it.

If you weren’t a lawyer, what would
you choose as an alternate career?

My most overused phrase:

Journalism

We will see ….

Who is your favourite fictional
lawyer?

I love the smell of: A Rose
Tea or coffee: Either

AMANDA (Adam´s Rib)
Owl or Lark: Both
What change would you make to the
profession?
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A Retired Lawyer and a Vegetable Garden
in the Inverleith Allotments, April to August 2018.
When back in 2012 we migrated to Scotland we had no plans for growing a vegetable garden. I had
been a lawyer in Greece for approximately 34 years. I had attended to and cultivated small urban
gardens. However, I had never attempted to grow a vegetable garden. For me, the closest thing to
growing vegetables was to grow a number of herbs from Spring to Autumn and then preserve the
perennial ones (e.g. lemon verbena, origanum dictamus and others) in sheltered places outdoors
during the Winter.
As of 2018, we have been living in Edinburgh for in excess of five years. We have lived in a flat, without
access to a garden for us to run, though we have been blessed to live in a city which is a delight to look
at, due to the many private and public gardens and green belt spaces (reported to be an amazing 49%
of the Edinburgh Old and New Town areas).
Following an article on a small afforestation project in the hills of the island of Crete, which I wrote for
the Mediterranean Garden Society’s Journal and was published in January 2018, I was given a chance
to assist a tenant and run a garden plot in the Inverleith allotments.
These allotments are to the north of the New Town, close to the renowned Royal Botanic Gardens of
Edinburgh. This year, 2018, the allotments celebrated the centenary anniversary of their
establishment.
I was given almost complete discretion on how to run the plot as a vegetable garden, though I was
instructed to use the existing seed provision. There were seeds for garlic, onion, globe artichokes and
one asparagus in store, which I should try to use. The shed in the plot was also well stocked with tools,
though I opted to purchase a mattock, which is a tool more familiar to me, in addition to the two
spades, rakes and other tools available.
The soil in March was too soaked with winter rain water for any ground work to be undertaken. I had
to wait for the soil to get a little dry. I started working/exploring the soil in early April. However, the
soil was still mostly muddy and overrun by extensive layers of weeds. The weeds were so extensive
that I could not compare them with anything I had seen anywhere in Greece!
Having worked on and cleared most of the soil in the plot from an abundant number of deeply rooted
weeds, I proceeded to sow two rows of garlic and two rows of onion. I also had twelve cultivars of
globe artichoke and seeds of six broad beans planted. I found a number of Jerusalem artichokes in the
plot and replanted them in a restricted row and space.
I had consulted a few good books, specifically in the context of allotments, Scottish weather and
vegetables. Gradually, friends and, what was more practical and relevant, the neighbours in my
allotment plot gave me sound advice and guidance.
In May, having turned the soil once more, wherever there had been no plants in place already, I
proceeded to plant twelve runner bean and later two young courgette plants. In early June I planted
three rows of potatoes seeds (approx. 36 seeds of the Majestic and Wilja varieties).
Finally, out of the seeds I also produced French climbing beans (four or five items) and sweet peas
(approx. ten items), in a nursery hosted in the guest room of our flat. Though they
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suffered when I took them outdoors, they survived the relocation. Gradually they too made some
slow progress.
The broad beans, runner beans, French climbing beans, onions, potatoes, Jerusalem artichokes and
courgette plants seemed to have grown well and promised a good crop.
On the other hand, the globe artichokes were a complete failure. It seems that the cultivars used had
been totally dried out during their storage, thus they never had a chance. I just had to look at and
admire the many attractive globe artichoke plants raised by some of my neighbours in the other
allotment plots.
June and July of 2018 in Scotland were exceptionally dry and by local standards warm (just above 20
Celsius). From mid-June onwards, this largely resulted in us regularly watering the plants in the
allotment, as if we were in a Mediterranean region. The conditions for growth of the courgettes and
the French beans in Scotland could hardly have been more favourable.
In July I started making some elementary provision for an interim small planting of beetroot seeds.
Then on a tentative basis I planted some tiny leeks for the winter season. I also purchased some
autumn green manure, that is a mixture of clover, rye grass and mustard seeds, to be planted in
early October. This is intended to allow the plot to weather well the next harsh Scottish winter and
add nutrients to the soil.
Though this was a vegetable garden, I was keen to plant a few flowers there as well, in line with the
wishes of the plot holder. In June I had planted two geraniums, a single begonia, three lavenders,
lemon verbena in a large pot, and some thyme, chive, gazania and peppermint plants. The sweet
peas were late in climbing up the canes supporting them and producing their colourful and scent
smelling flowers.
My favourite herb is the lemon verbena in a pot. I trust that if I take it indoors it may survive the
harsh and cold Scottish winter. I may place it back outdoors next May. The rest of the
aforementioned flowers/herbs, except for the lavender and the peppermint which seem to have
been long established in other allotment plots, may not survive the winter into the next summer
season.
Though one may miss the warmer and dry Greek gardening conditions I have enjoyed the
adjustment to a wetter and colder gardening environment in Scotland.
Also, the transition from being mainly engaged in legal work indoors to manual work in the outdoors
was challenging. The challenges faced in each respective location and occupation are quite different,
though much comfort and joy may result when directly engaged with gardening; this beneficial effect
seems to also extend a little to those who get familiar with the gardening process and share some of
the fresh vegetable produce.
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Join us in Frankfurt!

Next Board Meeting 9-11 November 2018
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Next AGM Meeting will take
place in beautiful Croatia,
On the island of Korcula.

30 May-2 June 2019
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